PERSPECTIVES
Notably, the time course of Pak and
Sheng’s scheme is slow and the spatial pattern of the targeted depletion of SPAR within neurons is global. Hence, the Snk-SPAR
signaling pathway may be a homeostatic
regulatory process that destabilizes synaptic connections in response to neuronal activity. Combined with local activity-

induced processes that stabilize synaptic
connections (9), such a mechanism may help
to shape the pattern of neuronal connectivity.
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(called minirhizotrons) inserted into the
soil allowed the first in situ observations of
root growth and mortality (6). Minirhizotrons offered a much more dynamic
Susan E. Trumbore and Julia B. Gaudinski
picture of roots than did the traditional coring methods. Roots were found to live for a
oots play key roles in vascular plants. production rates were estimated from sea- few months on average, although a few inThey take up water and nutrients sonal changes in living root biomass, dividuals persisted for several years.
A second new method compares the rafrom the soil, provide physical stabi- measurements of root growth into root-free
lization, and store carbon compounds. In soil cores, or nutrient budgets (2). Fine root diocarbon (14C) content of fine roots with
some plants, roots maintain symbiotic rela- lifetimes were determined by dividing the the record of 14C in atmospheric CO2 to estionships with fungi, exchanging sugars in live root biomass by the annual production timate the time elapsed since the root carreturn for nutrient scavenging. To maintain rate, typically yielding values of <1 to 3 bon was fixed from the atmosphere. The
mean age of fine root carbon determined
these functions, plants transfer a substan- years (3–5).
tial fraction of their carbon below ground.
In the past decade, two new methods with this method ranges from several years
But just how much carbon gets trans- have been applied to the study of fine to more than a decade in temperate forests
ferred? And how long does it stay? roots. In the early 1990s, multiple sequen- (4). Matamala et al. (1) use another isoAnswering these questions is increasingly tial camera images taken inside clear tubes topic method to study root dynamics: They
introduce 13C-enriched CO2 into
important for predicting how ecosystems
free-air CO2 enrichment experiwill respond to environmental change. On
0.20
ments, and then track the appearpage 1385 of this issue, Matamala et al. (1)
ance of the 13C tracer below
use a new isotopic technique to study root
0.15
ground. The tracer was soon apdynamics, a crucial factor in below-ground
parent in new roots grown after
carbon storage and transfer.
0.10
CO2 fumigation began, but was
The transfer of carbon below ground is
only slowly incorporated into the
poorly constrained because roots, the main
0.05
standing pool of live fine roots in
pump supplying carbon to soils, are diffithe soil. The results are consistent
0.00
cult to observe and to quantify in situ.
0
10
20
with fine root lifetimes of 4 to 6
Roots are intimately bound to the soil and
Root age (years)
years, in accord with 14C-based
form highly complex networks, with
estimates.
branches ranging in length and diameter
Whereas minirhizotrons call
from meters to micrometers. Fine roots (<2
100
attention to the ephemeral and dymm in diameter) are considered to be the
80
namic nature of roots, the isotope
dynamic part of the root system, responsimeasurements indicate that most
ble for most below-ground carbon and nu60
root carbon is at least several
trient cycling. Until recently, fine roots
40
years old. How can such disparate
were assumed to live for about a year. New
20
observations be reconciled? The
observations, including those of Matamala
answer lies in the assumption that
et al. (1), challenge this assumption, call0
fine root lifetimes are normally
ing for a reexamination of widely held
0
10
20
distributed about a single mean
views on fine root ecology.
Time since fumigation (years)
age. By casting aside this assumpMeasuring root biomass requires manution and acknowledging that difally picking or washing roots out of a
known volume of soil, and then separating Root age distribution and carbon dynamics. (Top) The ferent kinds of roots have differliving from dead by examining each root blue curve assumes that root ages are normally distrib- ent lifetimes, much of the probindividually. This task is challenging and uted; therefore, mean age equals the mean residence time lem can be solved (5, 7) (see the
(MRT; inventory divided by annual production rate). The
figure). The two measurement
tedious, especially because many samples
black curve represents a root population in better agreemust be analyzed to account for large spa- ment with both minirhizotron and isotopic observations. techniques gather information
tial variation. Before the 1990s, fine root The mean age is 5 years, but because of the large number about different ends of the root
of ephemeral roots, the MRT is only 1.5 years and below- lifetime continuum. Together,
S. E. Trumbore is in the Department of Earth System
ground production cannot be predicted solely from inven- they can help to capture the real
Science, University of California, Irvine, CA 92697,
tory and mean age. (Bottom) The two populations would shape of root age distribution in
USA. E-mail: setrumbo@uci.edu J. B. Gaudinski is in
respond differently to the tracer introduced by Matamala soils.
the Department of Environmental Studies, University
Matamala et al. (1) focus on
et al. (1 ). However, their data (circles) do not definitively
of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064, USA. E-mail:
gaudinsk@ucsc.edu
the implications of root longevity
distinguish between the two models.
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PERSPECTIVES
for estimates of root production and the capacity of soils to store carbon. If most root
biomass is long-lived, the amount of plant
carbon used to grow roots has been overestimated in the past. However, if root populations are skewed significantly, the relationship between the mean age of a plant
root system and its annual root production
(that is, inventory divided by mean age) no
longer holds (see the figure).
The total transfer of plant carbon below
ground is constrained by measurements of
soil respiration and leaf litterfall (8). This
carbon supports all root functions, not just
growth. If less carbon is used to grow
long-lived roots, then more must go to
ephemeral roots, root exudates, fungi, and
root respiration. If carbon cycling through
these components returns to the atmo-

sphere quickly, below-ground carbon storage potential may indeed have been overestimated. However, we do not really understand the pathways this carbon takes;
some may be retained in soils for many
years through microbial recycling or sorption mechanisms.
It remains unclear why some roots survive for years while others die quickly.
Radiocarbon and minirhizotron data from
the same forest in central Sweden show
that roots 0.3 mm in diameter can live for
3 months or 8 years (9). Root studies must
move beyond sampling based on arbitrary
criteria such as diameter. Sampling based
on root form and function (10) could perhaps be done by focusing on root branching order, length, and nitrogen content, or
by relating root function to root age (11).

Unless we recognize that root behavior is
as complex as that of its counterparts
above ground, the rules governing transfer
of carbon to roots and the role of roots in
soil carbon cycling will remain well-kept
secrets.
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tural transition from the solid to the liquid
state occurred during this very short time.
In a recent extension of time-resolved
x-ray diffraction, much more subtle atomic
Dietrich von der Linde
motions that leave the crystalline order intact have been observed. In these experiost information on
ment, snapshots of the atomic
atomic structure at our
configuration were recorded
disposal today comes
that revealed a coherent vibraDiffraction pattern
from diffraction experiments.
tional mode of the crystal
When a beam of electrons or
atoms set up by a femtosecond
x-rays hits a material, part of
laser pulse (6).
Laser pulse
the radiation is scattered, givHowever, only selected feaing rise to a diffraction pattern
tures of the atomic structure
from which the atomic struccould be measured in these xture of the material can be reray time-resolved diffraction
trieved. However, until recentexperiments. To date, it has not
Sample
Screen or
ly, only static structures could
been possible to obtain more
Electron pulse
image detector
be observed. This meant that,
complete structural records,
for example, the extremely fast Ultrafast time-resolved electron diffraction. A short laser pulse excites mainly because the weak pulses
changes in atomic configura- the sample by depositing energy in the illuminated area. To monitor the from today’s laser-driven subpition associated with chemical structural changes caused by the laser excitation, a pulsed electron beam is cosecond x-ray sources make it
reactions could not be ob- directed onto the excited area, and diffraction patterns are recorded for dif- very difficult to gather the data
served. Only the initial state ferent delay times between laser pulse and electron pulse. The delay time can needed for a full evaluation of
and the outcome of a chemical be controlled with femtosecond precision.
the atomic structure. This limireaction could be captured.
tation should be overcome in
Ultrafast electron diffraction was first the future when much more powerful
To directly monitor the changes in atomic configuration underlying the breaking or demonstrated almost a decade ago by sources such as x-ray free electron lasers beformation of chemical bonds requires a Williamson et al. (2), who achieved a time come available (7).
time resolution of 10−14 s (10 femtosec- resolution of ~20 picoseconds. Zewail and
Electrons offer a basic advantage over xonds) to 10−12 s (1 picosecond). On page co-workers have pioneered picosecond rays for the exploration of atomic structure:
1382 of this issue, Siwick et al. (1) demon- time-resolved electron diffraction studies of They are scattered much more efficiently
strate electron diffraction experiments with chemical reactions in the gas phase (3). than x-rays. The scattering cross sections (a
a time resolution of 5 × 10−13 s. On this fast Subpicosecond x-ray pulses have also been measure of the strength of the interaction
time scale, they can monitor the changes in generated, enabling researchers to perform with the atoms) for electron scattering exatomic configuration that occur when an in- ultrafast x-ray diffraction experiments on ceed those for x-ray scattering by more than
tense short laser pulse causes aluminum laser-induced structural transitions in semi- a factor of 105. However, it is difficult to
metal to melt within a few picoseconds. conductor crystals. X-ray diffraction from squeeze electrons into a short pulse. The
The work is a new landmark in time-re- selected lattice planes of the crystals was reason is that electrons are electrically
solved structural investigations.
measured during and after strong excitation charged particles, which repel each other.
by an ultrashort laser pulse. The long-range The more electrons in a pulse, the faster the
atomic order typical of the crystalline state pulse broadens during propagation from its
The author is at the Institute for Laser and Plasma
was destroyed within a few hundred fem- source to the target. This basic difficulty
Physics, University of Duisburg-Essen, 45117 Essen,
Germany. E-mail: phy600@uni-essen.de
toseconds (4, 5), indicating that the struc- long prevented the generation of sub-
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